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Pegasus Whirlpool Baths are fitted with our 4th Generation pipework, 
which ensures that all the water in the whirlpool pipework drains 
naturally to the very last drop.

Every bath has angled sides to enable it to be released from the mould.  
Water doesn’t run uphill and therefore poorly designed systems can 
create an ongoing problem with stagnant water. The greater the angle 
on the side of the bath, the greater the amount of water retained, even 
those with ‘V’ shaped venturi!

Pegasus 4th Generation pipework is designed to pump water up to the 
venturi from the base of the bath. When the bath is emptied, the water 
simply drains down by gravity, out to waste through our special Pegasus 
system drain Pop-Up-Waste.

Pegasus Pop-Up-Wastes are available either as a standard Pop-Up-Waste or 
our increasingly popular Bath Fill Pop-Up-Waste.

Our unique 4G pipework, reliable performance and 
superb customer service - developed through hard 
work, determination and experience, means the 
choice simply has to be Pegasus...
Since our family business began in 1987, our customers have appreciated our reliability, 
our founder Roger’s hands-on experience from the shop floor up, and, of course, our 
superb customer service. And it’s not just our customers who appreciate what we offer – 
our workshop manager, Mike Perryman, started with us at 16 years of age, and he’s still 
with us more than 20 years later. Roger’s daughter Hayley also works with us – providing a 
continuity of our family ethos that always puts the customer first.  

Roger understands what his customers want – simply from his extensive experience in the 
industry. He’s fitted whirlpool systems, found solutions when faced with challenging service 
calls (including fixing competitor’s mistakes), and created complex bespoke whirlpool baths.   

And customer feedback led to one of Roger’s early innovations, 
the introduction of back jets – not an easy task in the 
early days. Roger persevered, and in 1998 introduced 
his ‘Micro-jets’ design, ensuring easy fitting of back and 
feet jets, minimising stress on the bath. By 2009, and 
the introduction of 4th Generation technology (we’ve 
never been challenged on our drainage system - it 
works!), Pegasus remains one of the UK’s most respected 
independent manufacturers of whirlpool baths.   

Always innovative, Roger refocused his efforts in 2013, and 
developed a unique glass control system; with no moving parts this 
control will never wear out and can be mounted on the bath or, more conveniently, 
on the wall at the side of the bath. 2015 saw the introduction of our Flush-jet™ technology 
with powerful jets that protrude less than one millimeter from the bath’s surface. Roger 
continues to listen to, and learn from customers’ feedback!

Our attention to detail includes manufacturing, with pumps made for us in Europe, 
and electronics built to our specification and design in Italy. Any components we don’t 
manufacture ourselves are sourced in the UK, and Europe. The Pegasus’ exceptional 
warranty (extendable to lifetime) reflects our confidence in the product’s superb build.   

Today, Pegasus Whirlpool Baths™ is the successful culmination of almost 30 years of 
extensive, hands-on experience, always putting our customer first. When it comes to 
bespoke whirlpool baths, is there really any other choice? 

What We Believe
“It’s unwise to pay too much, but it’s worse to pay too little. 
When you pay too much, you lose a little money - that’s all. 
When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything, because the 
thing you bought was incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do. 
The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting 
a lot - it can’t be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add 
something for the risk you run, and if you do that you will have enough 
to pay for something better”.
                             John Ruskin 1819-1900 
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Design, Technology and Innovation = 
Hygiene, Performance and Longevity
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Pegasus Whirlpool Baths: hand built to precise standards, not price.

Making the impossible possible
Our bespoke system means you get exactly what you want – 
from length, width and shape to jet and control options.

Until now, purchasing a whirlpool bath with your exact 
refinements has been virtually impossible. At Pegasus, we 
specialise in bespoke, hand-made systems. This means that 
adding extra jets, or relocating pumps and controls, is simply 
part of our promise to make you happy. And the combination of 
our 4th Generation technology, enhanced by our unique glass 
whirlpool ‘Sensation’ control systems, means your Pegasus 
Whirlpool Bath™ will provide relaxing luxury for a long, long 
time.

Here’s a simple 7-Step Quick Start guide, which helps you to 
choose the best system for your needs. And, if you don’t see 
what you want in this brochure, just call us to discuss your 
specific requirements. At Pegasus, we have the experience to 
make it happen!

STEP ONE: The Bath
Choose from our extensive range of Pegasus whirlpool baths, 
which come in many widths, lengths and shapes. Or if you 
prefer, we can convert virtually any manufacturer’s bath 
(including BETTE steel baths) into a Pegasus whirlpool bath.

STEP TWO: The Whirlpool Massage
As standard, every bath has four jets either side to massage 
the hips, thighs, calves and ankles. Each jet can be reinforced 
with two additional jets, which increase massage effectiveness 
by triangulating the massage where needed. At the ends of 
the bath, lumbar and plantar jets massage the back and feet. 
Choose from our pre-determined jet patterns, or we can help 
you design your own configuration.

STEP THREE: The Controls
From simple pneumatic controls, or multifunction electronic 
controls, to our sophisticated touch-sensitive glass ‘Sensations’ 
controls – we’ll help you choose the optimum controls for your 
whirlpool bath. Your choice will include system packs for the 
functions on the controls – see the individual specifications 
elsewhere in this brochure.

STEP FOUR: The Controls’ Locations
Of course, we have to make sure you have easy, convenient 
access to your whirlpool bath’s jet controls – whether from a 
marble plinth or an adjacent tiled wall. Our ‘Whirlpool Bath 
Planner’ will help you visualise your new whirlpool bath, and 
then decide on the best locations for the controls, taps and 
pump.

We also ensure the pump and electronics are in a convenient 
and accessible location, normally at the end of the bath. While 
all our system components, including the whirlpool system 
pack and the waste system, are designed to last, even the best 
components can sometimes fail and need replacing; easy access 
makes for a simple fast job.

STEP FIVE: The Finishing Touches
These little extras enhance the already luxurious feel of our 
whirlpool baths. From flow-controlled inline water heater, 
to Chromotherapy lighting (standard on our top of the range 
‘Sensations’ whirlpool system), we’ll help you add those 
ultimate finishing touches.

STEP SIX: Talk to Your Installer
Preparing the bathroom, and finalising delivery date are 
essential tasks for your installer. Your installer can tell you what 
is, and what is not, possible for your whirlpool bath installation. 
Your installer will normally want the whirlpool bath (and 
everything else) on site before starting installation work.

STEP SEVEN: this one is the simplest and most 
enjoyable of all…
Order your Pegasus Whirlpool Bath™, and look forward to 
relaxing in hand-built luxury! 
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If you qualify for VAT relief because of a disablity, we can help.
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Turbo massage, whirlpool and spa: Experience recovery and 
relaxation with Pegasus Whirlpool Bath’s choice of jet patterns.

Massage Jets
All Pegasus Whirlpool Baths™ start with a minimum of eight whirlpool jets (four jets either side of the bath), 
with the option of adding lumbar or plantar jets to suit your personal requirements. Additionally, each of 
the side jets can be reinforced with two more jets each side to provide further massage where required to 
the hips, thighs, calves and ankles. 

Adding Flush-spa™ jets into the base of the bath sends streams of air into the water, increasing buoyancy 
for the bather. Surplus air from the spa can be channeled into the whirlpool system by our Turbo controller, 
which effectively turbo-charges the whirlpool jets – wonderful relief for aching backs and feet. Once the 
aches have eased, move the control into the centre position to increase buoyancy in the bath and further 
encourage relaxation.

All acrylic baths can be fitted with the choice of Sensa-jet™ or Flush-Jet™; popular request has resulted in all 
our spa systems being fitted with the Flush-Spa™ jets.

At only .5mm thickness, our Flush-Jets™ have negligible protrusion, ensuring unequalled smoothness on the 
side of the bath.

Patterns
We have a wide variety of jet patterns, or you can bring us your bespoke pattern combinations. A popular 
choice on double-ended baths is the JL03 & JL04 pattern, incorporated at either end of the bath, and 
offering relief from high-back problems at one end, while providing benefit to and lower-back problems 
benefit at the other.

Steel Baths
We are proud to fit our whirlpool systems to BETTE Steel baths. We are continually enhancing our Flush-
Jets™ technology to enable our Sensa-Jet™ systems to be fitted to virtually the entire range of BETTE steel 
baths.

FlushJet™

SensaJet™

FlushSpa™
SensaSpa™
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Air-Zoning Control Pack
This long-established favourite has three zones that 
alternate between on and off, ensuring the air to the jets 
is directed to one zone at a time; back, feet and sides.  
Turbo power, provided as standard, is ideal for intense and 
strong massage to relieve aches and pains. 

The control has a traditional round shape, and can be 
mounted on the surface or inside edge of most baths. 
Standard functions include: turbo whirlpool, pump 
protection with water-level sensing. The optional addition 
of Flush-Spa™ results in more than a dozen massage 
possiblities! 

Electronic-Plus Control Pack
The ‘Electronic-Plus’ control adds pump protection and 
water-level sensing to the functionality of our basic 
whirlpool system. Pump protection guards against 
inexperienced users trying to turn on the whirlpool pump 
with insufficient water in the bath, potentially causing 
damage to the whirlpool pump. Available functions 
include: the addition of four Chromotherapy lights, and 
the Flush-Spa™ function for any whirlpool system with 
12 or more venturi jets. The addition of Flush-Spa™ also 
enables Turbo whirlpool as standard and increases the 
whirlpool functions to Whirlpool, Spa, Whirlpool and Spa, 
Turbo whirlpool and Hydropool (turbo whirlpool and spa).

Our stylish and highly functional Pegasus whirlpool control 
combinations are engineered to complement your bespoke 
whirlpool bath – ensuring efficient and quiet operation, and 
adding to your relaxing bathing experience. They are designed 
for installation in places that enable the bather to easily reach 
and use them – such as into a wall adjacent to the bath, on a 
plinth, or even at a convenient location on the bath rim.

An in-line water heater and bath fill waste are optional with any 
whirlpool system.

Sensations Control Pack
The ‘Sensations’ proximity sensitive, glass control system brings 
a unique sophistication to Pegasus Whirlpool Baths™. There 
are no moving parts, so it will never wear out, and the control 
panel can be custom mounted on the bath or an adjacent wall 
to ensure easy access to its practical functionality. 

Water-level sensors prevent the pump from being turned on 
unless the water in the bath is at least two inches above the 
jets, making sure the system cannot be operated without 
sufficient water, thus preventing pump damage. Also included 
are four Chromotherapy LED lights, to transform your bath into 
a personal relaxing therapy centre.  

Turbo whirlpool is standard, and a popular upgrade to include 
Flush-Spa™ in the base of the bath, a bathfill waste and an 
Inline water heater are the only choices needed to be made. 
Hydro Massage features include whirlpool, spa, a combination 
of whirlpool and spa, turbo-whirlpool and hydro-pool (turbo 
whirlpool & spa) with ‘wave’ function and an auto-purge cycle.  

Neptune Control Pack
This slim-line, electronic gel-pad pressure-activated control adds 
functionality and options to your whirlpool bath. As standard, 
all ‘Neptune’ controls add Turbo Whirlpool, water-level sensing 
and pump protection and a single Chromotherapy light. 

As with the Sensations system, Flush-Spa™, inline water heating 
and a bath fill upgrades are optional, as is the posssibility to 
upgrade the number of chromotherapy lights from one to four.
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Pegasus Whirlpool Bath is your tranquil 
haven, enhanced through beneficial 
Hydrotherapy, Chromotherapy and 

Aromatherapy.

Pneumatic Control Pack
Our entry level system, the simple pneumatic on/off 
control, activates the pump by a puff of air and is coupled 
with either one or two manual turbulence controls, 
depending on the number of jets, to regulate the amount 
of air introduced into the water stream via the venturi 
jets. The pressure-operated control sends air down a tube 
to an air-operated switch in the pump, turning it on or 
off with each press of the control. Operating rather like 
taps, the air turbulence controls simply turn the air on and 
off, making the jet massage soft or strong depending on 
whether the control is open or closed.  

Chromotherapy Lighting
Our Chromotherapy light technology is incorporated 
across the entire range of electronic controls: the initial 
white light can be transformed into any of ten colours, and 
five light patterns: Sun, Dream, Energy, Relax and Tonic. 
And our 4th generation pipework technology ensures 
ultimate hygiene – yes, it may take a little bit longer to 
install, and cost a little more, but is worth every extra 
penny!

Neptune
Gel Pad

Electronic Control

Sensations
Black Glass

Touch Sensitive Control

Pneumatic
Push Button
Control

Electronic Plus Controls & Diverter Turbo Diverter
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Our flagship glass Sensations control was on our wish list 
for a long, long time. 

Sensations™ control, mounted into marble plinth - (black)
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The glass Sensations control system, produced in Italy to our exacting standards, brings a 
unique sophistication to Pegasus Whirlpool Baths™.

The design brief for the control was to bring together, in one sophisticated control system, all 
the features that people have asked us for over the years.

We’ve learned through experience that electronic control pads wear out long before the 
control box.  So… the unique Pegasus glass ‘Sensations’ control has no moving parts, which 
means it will never wear out, everything works behind the glass by proximity sensing.

The ‘Sensations’ control can be installed on the bath or, better still on the wall adjacent to the 
bath so that it can be easily seen and used from the bather’s normal position in the bath. It 
might be easier for us to put controls on the back corners of the bath – but we wouldn’t do 
that, as we firmly believe the customer is king. We try to mount all our controls forward of the 
bather so that they can be easily seen and used when relaxing in the bath.

Glass Sensations power adjustment ensures you retain full control of the power levels of the 
Spa and Turbo, with five levels, and an auto-ramping sequence from very low to maximum. The 
control is available with three sophisticated colour options; Black, Silver or White.

Available functions include on/off controls for whirlpool, Spa, and Chomotherapy lighting; plus 
variable speed for the spa and turbo-charged whirlpool;  ‘wave’ function; four Chromotherapy 
lights; water-level sensing and pump protection. The latter ensures the control does not 
activate until there is sufficient water in the bath. Additionally, the control’s automatic auto-
purge cycle, operating after the bath has been emptied, dries the pipework under the bath, 
keeping it dry, clean and dust free.

The turbo diverter controls the distribution of air to the spa jets or the whirlpool jets, creating 
a powerful turbo effect that is ideal for the relaxation of aches and pains. Moving the diverter 
into a central position diverts air into both the spa jets in the base of the bath and the 
whirlpool jets, promoting slight buoyancy, while keeping the turbo whirlpool active. Turbo 
systems are particularly important in large or deep-soaking baths with jets more than 8 inches 
below the water level. 

Four chromotherapy lights are included as standard on our flagship ‘Glass Sensations’ 
control. The light cycle starts at white, then rotates through ten other colours; the five light 
massage programs are Sun, Dream, Tonic, Relax, and Refresh. And, the wonderful benefits of 
Chromotherapy can be experienced at any time – the light LEDs generate little or no heat, and 
can still be used when there is no water in the bath.

The only possible additions to the glass ‘Sensations’ superb specification is an inline heater 
and the possibility of 
upgrading the bath waste 
to a bath fill waste.
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This sophisticated Gel-pad adds functionality and user 
options to your whirlpool bath – with Italian panache

In addition, when used with the spa, the Pegasus diverter control can guide excess air into 
the spa jets, increasing the amount of air in the bath to promote mild buoyancy.

Basically, with a standard whirlpool, water is circulated from the bath through a venturi 
jet, and a pipe linked to the air-turbulence control on top of the bath, which increases the 
massage effect – this works well down to eight inches below water level.   Adding the turbo 
blower enables more air to be forced into the venturi, thus giving a more powerful massage, 
especially with jets placed deeper in the bath.

Whirlpool baths fitted with the Neptune Control system can also be upraded to include our 
super slender Flush-jets™ and, as always, spa jets are standard with Flush-spa™. 

Other Neptune Gel Pad control functions include pump protection, water-level sensing, 
turbo-power option and the essential ‘auto-purge’ after use.

As with all Pegasus whirlpool baths, 
it is possible to upgrade the waste 
to a bath fill waste and add an inline 
water heater.

Slimline Neptune Gel Pad Control & Turbo Diverter

Slimline Neptune Gel Pad Control

Slimline Neptune Gel Pad Control Thickness Comparison

The Neptune system with its innovative Gel-pad control has superb quality and exceptional 
compactness – also manufactured in our Italian manufacturing facility, and 

incorporating an elegant sophistication and guaranteed ‘Italian Wellness’.  
The slim-line (it’s only 2 millimeters thick!) electronic pad can be installed 

on most narrow bath ledges, and is always placed forward of the 
bather, where it can be seen and operated with ease. Alternatively, 

the control pad can be mounted on an adjacent wall. 

The Neptune Gel Pad control includes a single, nine-LED 
Chromotherapy white light, plus ten other colours, and five 
light patterns, to provide the true Chromotherapy experience. 
The single Chromotherapy light can be upgraded to a 
maximum of four lights. And, the wonderful benefits of 
Chromotherapy can be experienced at any time – the light 
LEDs generate little or no heat, and can still be used when 
there is no water in the bath.

Standard with this system are two basic massage variants, 
which are the whirlpoool and turbo whirlpool. The spa 
upgrade adds further massage options, including combination 

whirlpool spa, turbo-whirlpool, and hydropool (turbo 
whirlpool and spa), and the Turbo Diverter, which sends air to 

the spa, the whirlpool or both.

The increased massage effect of the powerful 800-watt blower 
forcing air round the system, effectively turbo charging it, provides a 

wonderfully intense massage.  Of course, the Neptune Gel Pad means 
you always maintain control over the blower speed and intensity from 

‘low’ through five steps to ‘high’. 
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This traditional, round touchpad control can be mounted on the surface or inside edge 
of most baths. The touchpad has four buttons that control the various functions of 
whirlpool, turbo whirlpool, Airzoning, Chromotherapy* lighting and (for a little extra) a 
spa system fitted with Flush-Spa™. The specification also includes pump protection and 
and a water-level sensor.

Pressing the ‘airzoning’ button directs the air into jets in three seperate zones, one 
zone at a time. The three zones are back, feet and the two sides.  

When a Flush-Spa™ system is added to the specification, the Pegasus Diverter 
control directs the flow of forced air into the bath, and is the key to many massage 
options. Turned fully one way directs air to the whirlpool jets; turned fully the 
opposite direction directs air to the spa nozzle on the base of the bath. In the 
mid-way position, air is diverted to both the whirlpool jets and the spa nozzles. 
Turbo power is ideal for intense and strong massage to relieve aches and pains. 

Available functions include: a turbo whirlpool system, a spa, and more than a dozen 
massage options. These are: soft whirlpool; soft whirlpool with air zoning; standard 
whirlpool; standard whirlpool with air zoning; turbo whirlpool; turbo whirlpool with 
air zoning; spa; soft whirlpool with spa and air zoning; standard whirlpool with spa; 
standard whirlpool with spa and air zoning; turbo whirlpool; turbo whirlpool with 
air zoning; turbo whirlpool with spa; and turbo whirlpool with spa and air zoning.

The Air-zoning control system  – a traditional favourite

Electronic Air-zoning Control

Target your specific aches and pains 
Set the Air-zoning to alternate between the three zones or constantly target 
one specific zone with our Air-zoning whirlpool baths.

Zone 1 - Side Jets Zone 2 - Back Jets Zone 3 - Feet Jets

As always mindful of safety, we’ve made sure that 
our Air-Zoning system is fitted with a water-level 
sensor, to ensure there’s at least two inches of 

water above the jet levels before the whirlpool can 
be operated.

Additionally, our Air-Zoning system has the 
advanced pipework technology, which is now 

standard across our entire range. Fitting 
baths with 4th generation technology 
takes a little longer, costs a little more, but 
in terms of hygiene is worth every extra 
penny!

Optional upgrades to the Airzoning system 
include an inline water heater and bath fill 
waste.
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Electronics – the key to safe, secure operation with 
pump protection and water-level sensing
The ‘Electronic-Plus’ control is the first of two upgrades to our pneumatic manual 
control system. Its advanced pump protection and water-sensing system guards against 
inexperienced users who may try to turn on the whirlpool pump with insufficient water 
in the bath, potentially causing damage to the whirlpool pump. 

The Spa system can be added to any whirlpool system with 12 or more venturi jets. 
Included in the Spa system installation is the Pegasus turbo diverter, which adds a turbo 
whirlpool to the mix of available massage options. The turbo diverter regulates the 
amount of air/forced air between the jets and the spa nozzles in the base of the bath, 
offering the bather a choice of an intense massage from the added turbo power through 
the whirlpool venturi, or relaxing in the increased buoyancy from the spa jets – or, of 
course, a happy compromise between the spa and turbo whirlpool.

In addition, we’ve embedded the coding of our Chromotherapy technology into 
the computer chip, providing a simple and low-cost solution to adding up to four 
chromotherapy lights to the bath. 

Available options include the addition of up to four Chromotherapy lights, the Flush-
Spa™ and turbo function for any whirlpool system with 12 or more venturi jets, an inline 
heater to help maintain the temperature of the water and lastly, 
upgrading the standard pop-up-waste to a bath fill waste 
to receive mixed water from a shower diverter valve 
or a pair of bath 
fill valves.  
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Our entry level whirlpool system with manual controls.
Pneumatic controls are renowned for simplicity and reliability.  Pegasus whirlpool systems 
with up to 24 whirlpool jets can use manual controls; for systems with more than 24 jets, 
we recommend adding a turbo blower (as supplied with the Neptune, Air-Zoning and 
Sensations whirlpool control packs). 

The 8-jet whirlpool system has a pneumatic on-off control and a single air control, while 
systems with ten or more jets are supplied with an on-off control and two air controls. 
The latter in its standard configuration controls the back jets with one control and the 
remaining jets with the other, but can be set up to control any combination of jets.

When Chromotherapy is added, we will substitute the pneumatic on-off control with 
an upgraded electronic touch-pad which will control both the Chromotherapy and the 
whirlpool.  This upgrade also brings the benefits of pump-protection and water-level-
sensing features. Up to four Chromotherapy lights can be controlled by the upgraded 
touch-pad. 

The Pneumatic Whirlpool system can be upgraded to include a manual Flush-Spa™ system 
with single-speed air pressure, or even an electronic touchpad version with power-
variation control and pipework purge.

Uniquely with Pegasus, whenever a spa is added to a whirlpool system, we modify the 
control system to include a turbo diverter – providing two extra massage options: turbo 
and Hydropool (turbo whirlpool and spa).

As with all our Pegasus whirlpool systems, the pop-up-waste can be upgraded to a bath fill 
waste for use with a shower diverter or side bodies.  For those who enjoy a long soak, an 
inline water heater will help to maintain the temperature of the bathwater.
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Our 18 jet Flush-Spa™ offers a  very gentle bathing 
and massage experience, relaxing in warm water 
infused with buoyant, champagne-like bubbles.  

Most baths will benefit from our standard 18 spa 
nozzles. For larger baths, up to 6 extra nozzles can be added.
The patented Flush-Spa™ nozzle protrudes less than 2mm from the surface of the bath.  
Flush-Spa™ incorporates a revolutionary and extremely effective ‘duckbill’ silicone check 
valve that is designed to limit solids entering the pipework under the bath; it is so far 
ahead of its competitors that two years ago we upgraded the specification of our spa 
systems to use only Flush-Spa™.
Flush-Spa™ is a massage system in its own right, or it can be included in any of our 
whirlpool systems. When added to a Pegasus Whirlpool, we incorporate a Pegasus turbo 
diverter to regulate the air from the blower into the spa, the whirlpool, or both the 
whirlpool and spa jets. This diverted air effectively turbo charges the standard venturi 
effect, considerably increasing jet power, and thus the massage strength.
When added to a whirlpool system, the five massage experiences include: whirlpool, spa, 
combination whirlpool and spa, turbo whirlpool, and hydropool (turbo whirlpool and spa). 
There are two control options, pneumatic and Electronic-Plus. The pneumatic control is a 
simple on-off where a puff of air is sent to a switch in the blower to turn the turbo blower 
on and off. The Electronic-Plus touchpad control brings power control and auto purge: 
when the bath is emptied, the Electronic-Plus system activates the blower with hot air, 
purging any remaining water from the pipework. Manual purge is also a possibility after 
showering or cleaning the bath.
When Flush-Spa™ is added to the 
Sensations, Neptune and Air-zoning 
Whirlpool systems, the control 
functionality is already included in 
the control packs.

Flush-Spa™ - Air massage with a difference...
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Erratum
The check valves in the Flush-Spa™ are designed to limit the entry of water and 
suspended matter into the pipework.
The integrity of any valve can be compromised and for this reason we do not rely 
on the valves alone, but recommend that the system is purged after each use of 
the bath, irrespective of whether the system has been used or not.
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Chromotherapy uses the seven colours of the rainbow to promote balance and healing in the 
mind and body. Also known as colour therapy, light therapy or colourology, it is based on the 
premise that certain colours are infused with healing energies. 

Our modern electronics allow the introduction of chromotherapy lighting into the 
hydrotherapy experience. Pegasus Chromotherapy lighting provides individual selection of 
any of the basic seven rainbow colours – true chomotherapy! 

Up to four lights can be added to any bath, with eleven individually selectable colours, five 
light sequences: Energy, Tonic, Relax, Sun and Dream, all designed to promote a wonderful 
feeling of relaxed wellbeing. The system is an available addition for any bath.

Chromotherapy Lighting
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For more information, 
please ask for a copy of our  
Chromotherapy brochure.
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Aromatherapy Bath Oils
Water stimulates, relax, soothes, regenerates and refreshes – when you add the powerful 
psychological properties of aroma and colour to your soothing Pegasus whirlpool water 
massage, you create the ultimate in sensory therapies. 

 • Immerse yourself in the aromatherapy cloud, rich in essential oils.  
 • Infuse your body, mind and soul with colour, relaxation, and equilibrium. 

Five massage options and pre-set chromotherapy programmes create a welcome escape – 
after all, where better to seek release from the tension of the hectic everyday world than in 
the gentle swirling waters of your own bespoke spa?  

Chromotherapy lighting’s five options (Energy, Tonic, Relax, Dream and Sun) can be used 
with or without the whirlpool massage. The air and water action of Pegasus whirlpool baths 
releases the true potential of essential oils to benefit your mind, body and soul. Enjoy this 
luxurious, naturally beneficial, hydrotherapy spa experience in the privacy and comfort of 
your home.

Whilpool Maintenance
We believe our Pegasus whirlpools systems should keep you relaxed and happy – and that 
extends even to our maintenance. 

We keep it simple, and make sure it works! To start with, when the bath is emptied, the 
pump and pipework drain completely. Based on the principle of what goes up must come 
down, our Pegasus unique 4th-Generation (4G) whirlpool pipework design means water is 
pumped upwards – rather than horizontally as in other systems. And to make sure every last 
drop has gone, our superior elecronic whirlpool systems even have a programmed heated 
blower that automatically purges the pipework after the bath has emptied. 

Then, we supply a hygiene pack – comprising sanitiser tablets, a whirlbath cleanser and 
a bottle of low-foaming aromatherapy bath oil – with every Pegasus whirlpool bath.  The 
Sanitiser tablets keep your whirlpool bath fresh and sanitised. Simply add a tablet to the 
water when the bather leaves the bath. Leave it to dissolve, and then circulate through the 
pipework by operating the system for a couple of minutes. These tablets are particularly 
useful when children are in the household. 

Other than regular sanitising, the basic maintenance of any Pegasus 4G system simply means 
flushing the system with our whirlbath cleanser seven or eight times a year, depending on 
usage. The cleanser removes any soapy deposits that may have built up, in much the same 
way you clean a dishwasher. An after-use rinse of the system dilutes any residue. 

We have nothing to hide when it comes to hygiene, and we’re also very proud of our unique 
4G pipework system – so we’re happy to let you and our competitors inspect our pipework 
design before you buy.

For a 360 degree image of our hygienic pipework go to: 

www.pegasuswhirlpoolbaths.co.uk/sensations

BATH & BODY CARE

Custom blended to meet your needs 
After Sport, Exotica, Made for a Man, Relaxation, Revitalising, Seduction, 
Skincare,  Sensuality, Soothing Soak and Sniffles – Custom hand blended 
using 3% essential oils.
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Performance
We source our high-quality, TUV-approved pumps and blowers from leading 
manufacturers in Europe. These power units are energy efficient, powerful, and carefully 
matched to our 4th-Generation systems to ensure optimum performance. Our Turbo 
blowers are manufactured in Germany, and engineered to quietly (less than 63 decibels) 
produce a high volume of heated air. 

Reliability
We hand build our systems to last! Quality components and electronics, manufactured in 
the UK and Europe, ensure the longevity of Pegasus whirlpool baths. Our comprehensive 
spare-parts inventory covers most of the systems we have built in the last 25 years, and 
includes generic parts for our competitors’ systems too! 

Pop-up Waste
Every Pegasus whirlpool bath is supplied with our special System Drain Pop-up waste. 
This waste drains the pump and pipework of every last drop of water and can be 
upgraded to a bath fill waste to receive mixed water from side bodies or a shower valve

Water level sensing
Water level sensing prevents the pump from being operated when there is no water in 
the bath. The water level sensor also signals the heated blower to purge the pipework 
after the bath has emptied. 

Sensa-Jets™ 
First designed in 1998, we  used these jets on all our baths until they were superseded 
by our Flush-Jets™. (Please note that we still use Sensa-Jets™ when fitting whirlpool 
systems to BETTE steel baths. (Until our Flush-Jet technology evolves further in 2017).

Flush-Jets™ 
Introduced in 2014, Flush-Spa™ provides a new concept of flatness, in response to 
customers’ caution about the protrusion of traditional jets causing them discomfort. (In 

practice, our jets are positioned so that people do not lie on them; a blocked jet 
means no massage. Ideally, a bather’s body should be about two or three inches 

from the jet so the venturi stream can develop.) 

Flush-Spa™ 
Flush-Spa™ is now our standard for all spa jets fitted into the base of an acrylic bath. These 
check valves have been designed to limit the entry of soapy water and suspended matter 
into the pipework. The integrity of any valve can be compromised and for this reason we do 
not rely on the valves alone, but recommended that the system is purged after each use of 
the bath, irrespective of whether the system has been used or not.

Lauterbach loop
We ensure extra safety for the air blower, as the Lauterbach ‘W’-shaped loop prevents water 
being transmitted back to the blower – any water surge will transmit through one loop, and 
then stop. The loop is always used in conjunction with a one-way valve to ensure double 
safety; should one fail, the other will still function and protect. 

Turbo Upgrade
Turbo is standard on our Sensations, Neptune and Air-Zoning whirlpool systems. The 
turbo option supercharges the natural vacuum action of the venturi jet by forcing 
air into the venturi. So, instead of the venturi using power to draw air into the water 
stream, the power of the water stream is significantly increased by virtue of air being 
forced into the water stream. This increased airflow increases the power of the jets 
significantly, and is ideal for a power massage on aching joints and muscles at the end 
of a long hard day.  
The effect is especially beneficial in our deep soaking baths where the natural vacuum 
of a venturi becomes increasingly ineffective at depths of 8 inches or more below the 
waterline.   
Where a Spa is specified, the supercharged air can then be diverted into the spa in 
the base of the bath 
to further enhance the 
bathing experience.

Features and Benefits Explained
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Bath Fill Waste
A Bath-Fill waste introduces water into the bath through the overflow and simply requires 
a means of controlling the flow and temperature of the bath water such as side bodies or 
a diverter from a thermostatic shower valve – very popular when fast-growing children are 
using the bath unsupervised. 

In-line water heater
A popular option on larger baths, our in-line water heater is flow controlled for safety 
reasons – it can’t operate unless there is water in the bath and the whirlpool pump is 
circulating the water. The heater is factory set at 38 degrees, but can be further adjusted 
on installation to set a temperature between 30 and 45 degrees (1.2-1.4Kw). Additionally, a 
small LED control is set on the bath rim to turn the heater on and off.  

An inline water heater will only maintain heat in the bath, not heat the water from cold.  
Generally, a whirlpool system balances out the cooling of the water – yes, there is a greater 
degree of surface loss due to the ever circulating water, but there is also heat gained from 
the friction of the water passing through the pump! The pump is spinning at approximately 
2800 rpm and, as the water is passed through, it is “mashed” by the impellor as well as 
compressed as it passes through the pump and pipework, all of which generates friction 
that in turn produces heat – in practice, if we put a bath on test in the morning and run 
the pump all day, by the end of the day the water temperature will have gone from cold to 
about 34 or 35 degrees centigrade.

Extended Warranty
At the end of the regular two-year warranty, most of our 

competitors will say goodbye to their customers. We don’t!  
The exceptional pride and quality built into Pegasus systems 
doesn’t stop – we provide incredible aftersales support for 
your peace of mind. 

At the end of the initial warranty, a small annual payment 
provides a lifetime extendable warranty – with no time 

limit. After all, we want you to enjoy your bath for the life of 
your bathroom, not just for two years! We’ll contact you at the 

end of the regular two-year warranty and invite you to extend your 
warranty on an annual basis for as long as you wish. 

If you move house, the extendable warranty is transferable, and will pass to the new owner. 

And, if your system ever needs repair, you can be assured that Pegasus is probably the 
largest UK stockist of spare parts. We stock our own parts (going back many years), and 
generic parts for other orphaned whirlpool systems where the manufacturer is no longer 
trading. 

We use quality parts for our whirlpool systems, and those which we don’t make ourselves 
are sourced mostly from UK and European manufacturers with a long pedigree in the 
manufacture of parts – and, like us, a true commitment to their customers. 
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Artemis
1600 x 700
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1800 x 800
1800 x 900
1800 x 1000
1900 x 800
1900 x 900
2000 x 900

Hermes
1600 x 700
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1800 x 800

Athena
1800 x 800
1800 x 900

Grace
1700 x 700
1700 x 750

Adonis
1200 x 700
1400 x 700
1500 x 700
1600 x 700
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Dee
1700 x 750
1800 x 850

Diana
1800 x 800

Apollo
1600 x 750
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1800 x 800

Eros
1500 x 700
1600 x 700

Acrylic Rectangular Baths
A comprehensive selection of exceptional rectangular baths. These are available in a wide range of styles and 
sizes, all designed to be fitted with our Pegasus™ whirlpool systems. All baths are manufactured from high 
quality 5mm acrylic with either a standard A  or “Super-Reinforced” S   membrane.

1700 x 700
1700 x 750

1600 x 750

1700 x 800
1800 x 700
1800 x 800

1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1700 x 800
1800 x 800

A

A A A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

A
A

A
A

A

S
S
S
S

S
S
S

S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S

S
S
S
S S

S

S A
S

S
S

S
S
S

S

Chic
1700 x 700 A S

Poseidon - (inset)

1850 x 900 A S

A

A

A

A

S

S

S

S
S

S

S

S

A

S

- Acrylic

- Super-Reinforced

Key:

Omega
1900 x 900 S
2000 x 900 S

Indulge
1700 x 750 S
1800 x 800 S
1900 x 900 S

Fuerte - (inset/freestanding)

1740 x 865 C
Fortis - (inset/freestanding)

1800 x 800 C
Inset bath 
also available 
with panel for 
freestanding 
option.

Inset bath 
also available 
with panel for 
freestanding 
option.
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Acrylic Luxury and Corner Baths
A choice of outstanding, luxury baths for one or two people. All baths are manufactured from high quality 
5mm Acrylic with either a standard A  or “Super-Reinforced” S   membrane. Baths marked with a C  
are from the Cleargreen range, using encapsulated recycled composite baseboards, which are stronger 
than chipboard and greener too! ClearGreen baths use reinforced quality ICI Lucite acrylic and ClearGreen 
microsphere particles for extra strength. Guaranteed against any manufacturing defects for 10 Years

Zeus
1950 x 1350 S

Zephyr
1800 x 1100 S

Selene
1650 x 1430 S

Hebe
1400 x 1400 A S

1500 x 1500 A S

Figura

A

S

C

- Acrylic

- Super-Reinforced

- Cleargreen

Key:

Offset Corner (includes panel)

1500 x 1000 (LH) A S
1500 x 1000 (RH) A S

Perseus (includes panel and screen)

1700 x 850 (LH) A S
1700 x 850 (RH) A S

Showerbath (includes panel and screen)

1500 x 800 (LH) A S
1500 x 800 (RH) A S
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1675 x 850 (LH) A S
1675 x 850 (RH) A S

Westray
1270 x 660 (LH)

1270 x 660 (RH)

Depth: 780
Height: 930

Iona
1210 x 650 (LH)

1210 x 650 (RH)

Depth: 800
Height: 980

1700 x 1300 (LH) S
1700 x 1300 (RH) S
Depth: 470
Litres: 440

Depth: 460
Litres: 405

Depth: 480
Litres: 460

Depth: 430
Litres: 290

Depth: 450
Litres: 270

Depth: 450
Litres: 300

Depth: 400
Litres: 180

Depth: 400
Litres: 200

Depth: 400
Litres: 185

Depth: 400
Litres: 255
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Depth: 810
Height: 950
Litres: 170

Oronsay
915 x 740

Depth: 660
Height: 800
Litres: 144

Rona
915 x 740

Depth: 740
Height: 880
Litres: 158

Skye
915 x 740

Depth: 580
Height: 720
Litres: 132

Barra
915 x 740

Minorca
1200 x 760
Depth: 530
Height: 720
Litres: 150

Islay
1370 x 740
Depth: 810
Height: 950
Litres: 250

Jura
1320 x 740
Depth: 740
Height: 880
Litres: 234

Depth: 740
Height: 880
Litres: 150

Lewis
915 x 690
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Omnitub Duo
1050 x 1050
Depth: 600

1250 x 1050
Depth: 600

Omnitub Duo Plus
1050 x 750
Depth: 600

Omnitub Solo
1250 x 750
Depth: 600

Omnitub Solo Plus

Deep Soaking Baths
A collection of high quality deep soaking baths; (one and two person). These are available in a range of sizes, all of which can be fitted with 
our Pegasus™ whirlpool systems.

Please Note: All bath depths are internal and measured from the bath rim to the drain.

Litres: 348 Litres: 428 Litres: 215 Litres: 264

17
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BETTE Classic
1700 x 750
1800 x 700
1800 x 750
1800 x 800

BETTE Free
1700 x 750
1800 x 800
1900 x 900

2000 x 1000

BETTE Sign
1800 x 800

BETTE Set
1500 x 750
1600 x 700
1600 x 750
1650 x 750
1700 x 750
1700 x 800
1800 x 800

BETTE Starlet
1600 x 650
1600 x 700
1650 x 700
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1750 x 800
1800 x 750
1800 x 800
1850 x 850
1900 x 900

BETTE Cora Ronda
1600 x 900 (LH)

1700 x 900 (LH)

1600 x 900 (RH)

1700 x 900 (RH)

BETTE Form
1500 x 700
1600 x 700
1600 x 750
1650 x 750
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1700 x 800
1750 x 750
1800 x 800
1900 x 800

BETTE Duett
1700 x 750
1700 x 800

BETTE Ocean
1600 x 700
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1800 x 800
1800 x 900

BETTE Home Oval
1800 x 1000

BETTE Pur
1700 x 750

BETTE One
1600 x 700
1700 x 700
1700 x 750
1800 x 800
1900 x 900

BETTE One Relax
1800 x 800
1900 x 900
2000 x 900

BETTE Family
1800 x 800
1900 x 800

BETTE Plan
1800 x 800
1900 x 800
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1800 x 800

BETTE Steel Baths
An extensive array of finest quality BETTE steel baths, (single and double ended). These are available in a board compilation of styles and sizes, into which we 
can fit our Pegasus™ whirlpool systems. All BETTE steel baths have the option to upgrade with “BETTE Glaze” and “BETTE Anti-slip” surface.

Pegasus Whirlpool Baths Ltd, 61-62 Lower Dock Street, Kingsway, Newport, NP20 1EF - Telephone: 01633 244555 - Website: www.whirlpoolexpress.co.uk - E-mail: info@weuk.co.uk 
© Copyright: Pegasus Whirlpool Baths Ltd. Errors and ommissions excepted - All images are used for illustration purposes only - Specification subject to change without notice.
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When planning your Pegasus Whirlpool Bath, we make sure that you get every feature you have chosen to include, positioned exactly where you want, by 
producing a “Bath Planner” similar to this one. This planner ensures that we get it right for you, first time! P E G A S U S

W H I R L P O O L  B A T H S
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